SIR -In the struggle to balance career and family, long scientific conferences can represent a particular challenge. Occasionally, researchers may be tempted to invite their spouses. Not only is this a chance to spend time together, but it also provides an opportunity for the spouse to meet the key people in the researcher's field and put names together with faces.
This plan can present difficulties, as I recently discovered when I travelled with my wife and baby daughter to a Keystone conference my wife was attending in Utah. Although she encouraged us to join her for the social hour and dinner, we were told this daily event was "for scientists only". However, we expressed concern about this policy, and by the end of the week, the Keystone website announced that spouses would now be permitted to attend the evening social hours: a pleasing response.
Given the all-consuming nature of scientific research, adopting a more inclusive policy towards interested spouses would be a small gesture by every conference organizer that could go a surprisingly long way towards improving the happiness of researchersand of those who support them. Mudskippers are amphibious gobioids (a suborder of perch-related bony fishes) with arm-like pectoral fins. They live in the mangrove swamps of Africa, Asia and Australia, where they feed both in water and on land. The most terrestrial species catch insects and sometimes climb trees. They are living model organisms for the study of a key event in the history of life: the evolutionary transition of fishes to amphibians (tetrapods) that occurred about 364 million years ago.
Modern young-Earth creationists and adherents of the intelligent design (ID) movement have no problem with microevolution (speciation). But most of these Bible-based anti-darwinists refuse to accept macroevolution (phylogenetic development above the species level) on the grounds both that it is unscriptural and that it has never been observed (S.B. Carroll Nature 409, 669; 2001).
Mudskipping gobies and other amphibious fishes are examples of macroevolution in progress that can be analysed by observation and experiment. They are living intermediate forms that display a number of anatomical and physiological macromodifications of their fishlike body plan that enable them to live and forage on land.
These facts are relevant to the current ID debate, as they illustrate Darwin's classical concept of descent with modification that evolved over past decades into the modern (synthetic) theory of biological evolutionthe unifying principle of all life sciences. Reader-appeal should not outweigh merit of research SIR -There is one aspect of Nature's acceptance criteria that your Editorial on peer review ("Three cheers for peers" Nature 439, 118; 2006) does not consider.
The broad audience of Nature forces its editors to pre-screen papers according to how appealing they will be for its readers, even if appeal and importance do not always go hand in hand. This is absolutely legitimate, given the broad character of the journal, given its independence (it is a private enterprise, after all) and given the fact that any author can choose whether to submit papers to Nature or not.
But special consideration is due to the growing weight that authoring papers in Nature is acquiring in personal curricula. Gratifying though this must be for Nature's editors, it has the slightly worrying implication that bright young scientists are beginning to be driven more by the appeal of a potential paper than by its importancea trend to which the scientific community should find a response.
The long and exemplary relationship between Nature and the scientific community allows me to hope that the journal itself will help in this endeavour.
